
Cut out the pattern pieces (below) and 
place the Bird Body on a section of a Fusers’ 
Reserve™ or OpalArt™ glass that generally 
flows in the same direction as the Bird 
shape.  (Solid colors will also work well.) Trace 
around the pattern with a Sharpie marker. 
Cut the Bird shape out of the glass.

Arrange the Wing piece on the Bird Body 
and add a small nip of Black Noodle for an 
eye. Adhere with pinpoints of glue. Make a 
few more Birds in different colors then Tack 
Fuse using the schedule provided. When 
cool, clean thoroughly and adhere finished 
Birds to 6-10-inch lengths of Clear acrylic or 
metal rods, using E6000 Glue. (Roughing up 
both the glass and the rod with sandpaper 
first, then wiping each surface with rubbing 
alcohol helps to ensure a good bond. Allow 
glue at least 24 hours to cure before using.) 
Place Bird Garden Stakes in the soil of your 
garden near plants and enjoy!
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 Project Guide
Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

This easy yet adorable project comes from the book ”40 Great Glass 
Fusing Projects” by Lynn Haunstein (Stackpole Books). In the book, 
Lynn also gives patterns for flower variations of this project — for 
even more garden fun — in addition to all the other great projects.

Garden Birds
Glass Cutting: Curved cutting

Firing: Tack Fuse
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           Tack-Fuse Schedule We Used
Seg. Ramp 

(ºF per Hour)
Goal Temp 

(º F)
Hold Time 

(Minutes)

1 250 1050 30
2 250 1250 20
3 300 1350 10
4 9999* 950 60
5 150 800 10
6 300 100 0

Materials We Used
Glass: 
Fusers’ Reserve swirled glass
OA/634-52SF Blackberries & Cream
130.8SF Pale Blue 
N-56-96-5 Black Noodle 
PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

Tip
Make the wing out of a contrasting glass 
if desired — or use a Transparent color 
to allow the OpalArt swirl on the  bird to 
show through! 

Place the Wing pattern on another piece 
of glass with a swirl pattern that will 
complement the shape of the Wing. Trace 
around the pattern with a Sharpie pen, then 
cut out the glass Wing.

Wing

Bird Body


